
Chapter 1 Sections 1 and 2 described a pension system, state and private
combined, which is not fit for purpose. It is extremely complex, in some
segments cost-inefficient, and for many people it does not provide clear and
comprehensible incentives to save. It will produce a highly unequal
distribution of pension provision. And it will leave many individuals with
pensions they will consider inadequate.

This does not necessarily mean that major change is inevitable. As we
commented in our First Report, pension systems, despite lurid press tales of
savings gaps, do not reach a sudden crisis. And if we do nothing, some set
of adjustments, for instance higher retirement ages, higher savings or poorer
pensioners, will occur. But it does mean that a better system could produce
results which are more cost-efficient, more in line with people’s underlying
desires and more equitable than will be produced by “muddling through”.

It is useful in designing that changed system to step back and understand
where we have come from and why a system which once appeared to work
adequately well, and indeed which only a decade ago was often lauded as a
model for others, is now so deficient. To do that we need to understand the
distinctive way in which UK pension policy evolved, compared with the
pattern seen in most developed countries.

That analysis reveals that major gaps always existed in British pension
provision: the picture was never as rosy as sometimes portrayed. But it also
reveals that apparently positive features of the UK system were based on
unsustainable foundations.

Stepping back: inherited 
system not fit for purpose;
new settlement needed 2
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This Chapter summarises that story and draws implications for how policy

must now change. It sets out in turn:

1. Evolution of pension systems in developed countries:

the predominant pattern.

2. The UK’s distinctive historic development.

3. The key assumptions on which the effectiveness of the UK system relied.

4. Why these assumptions are no longer valid.

5. Realities upon which a new pension settlement must be built.

1. Pension system evolution in developed countries: the
predominant pattern

The details of pension system design vary greatly even between developed

countries of roughly equivalent income level. But in the great majority of

countries public pension policies have sought to achieve two objectives:

� First, the prevention of poverty in retirement through the redistribution of

resources to the less well-off achieved via some sort of guaranteed floor of

pension provision. In all developed countries this is achieved in Pay As You

Go (PAYG) fashion, financed by current taxes or social insurance

contributions.

� Second, ensuring that most people achieve some reasonable level of

earnings replacement in retirement. Both the extent of this earnings-

related objective and the means by which it is pursued differ significantly

between countries:

– Many continental European countries mandate that the average earner

achieves a replacement rate as high as 70%. The US and Australia have

mandatory systems which require people to achieve lower replacement

rates, e.g. 40-50% for the average earner.

– And while most countries pursue earnings-related objectives via PAYG

schemes, Switzerland and Australia have achieved the same objective by

making pension savings compulsory, whilst Denmark and the

Netherlands have achieved quasi-compulsory and funded earnings-

related systems through collective agreements.

But underlying the diversity of means and precise objectives there is a

fundamental common feature. Most developed countries, in some way, make

some earnings-related pension provision compulsory.
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2. The UK’s unique development

Within this international comparative context, the UK’s historical development

was distinctive, and has left the UK with a system of unique complexity.

� While most of Europe and the US developed state earnings-related pension

schemes in the early and mid-20th century, the 1942 Beveridge Report and

post-war governments established a flat-rate state pension scheme. This

reflected the significant prior existence of private pensions provided by

insurance companies and of occupational schemes provided by companies

and by the government itself as an employer. The decision to keep the

state system flat-rate in turn stimulated the further development of these

alternative forms of provision. Occupational pension schemes voluntarily

provided by companies and by the public sector as employer therefore

grew in the 1950s and 1960s to perform some of the role which in other

countries was fulfilled by the state system.

� It was clear however that this voluntary system left many gaps, particularly

among employees of small and medium-sized firms. It also provided

poorly for people with interrupted work records (in particular women) or

people who moved between jobs, who were disadvantaged by final salary

schemes which provided limited leavers’ rights. A variety of proposals for

mandatory earnings-related schemes were therefore put forward, for

instance in 1957 and 1969, and a minimal Graduated Retirement Benefit

was introduced in 1961.

� In 1978 a comprehensive State Earnings-Related Pension Scheme (SERPS)

was finally introduced, but in a unique form. Rather than choosing to

introduce either a tax-based PAYG scheme (as in much of Europe and the

US), or a compulsory funded scheme (as in Switzerland and, subsequently,

Australia), the UK introduced a scheme which could be PAYG for those not

already enrolled in occupational schemes but compulsory savings in form

for those employees whose employers chose to contract-out. This

contracting-out option was subsequently extended, in 1988, to allow

individuals to contract-out into personal pensions, i.e. to choose the

compulsory savings rather than PAYG route on an individual basis.



� The introduction of SERPS was moreover accompanied, from 1981

onwards, by a policy of indexing the Basic State Pension (BSP) to prices,

which was also unique in the developed world. These two developments

were linked. For while SERPS had passed through Parliament in 1976 with

cross party support, there was no consensus in favour of the significant

growth in public expenditure which would inevitably follow from the

addition of a significant earnings-related element of the system, provided,

at least for some employees, in a PAYG form. As the long-term public

expenditure implications of SERPS became increasingly apparent,

therefore, the Conservative government linked the BSP to prices and

subsequently reformed SERPS in a number of steps, for instance in 1986

and 1995, which reduced its generosity. As a result the UK has public

expenditure on pensions well below that of most other developed

countries which have earnings-related PAYG systems [Figure 2.1]. But the

decline in the generosity of the BSP relative to average earnings meant

that the anti-poverty element of the system had to become even more

means-tested. And the multiple changes to the generosity of SERPS have

contributed to the lack of understanding of SERPS (now the State Second

Pension (S2P)) to which Chapter 1 Section 2 referred.

� The UK system today does therefore include, in common with most other

developed countries, a mandatory earnings-related element. But the

degree of earnings-related compulsion is now limited and in decline

(because the Upper Earnings Limit (UEL) is linked to prices) and the system

is distinctive in three unfavourable ways:

– Basic anti-poverty prevention is extensively means-tested, complicating

incentives for voluntary private saving.

– The earnings-related element of the system is bewilderingly complex

both because of the contracting-in/contracting-out choice and because

the terms of the pension promise have been changed so many times.

– There are multiple forms of private pension provision themselves subject

to complex (but differing) regulations.
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Figure 2.1 International comparison of long-term public expenditure on pensions

Country1 Percentage of GDP in:

2009 or nearest 

available date 2050

Austria 14.2 13.6

Belgium 8.8 13.0

Denmark 5.5 7.8

Finland 12.3 15.2

France 12.9 14.5

Germany2 10.9 13.8

Greece 12.3 22.6

Ireland 4.1 (2008) 7.7

Italy 13.6 14.4

Luxembourg 7.5 (2008) 9.3

Netherlands 5.2 (2008) 8.3

Spain 8.0 13.0

Sweden 8.6 (2008) 9.4

United Kingdom3 6.8 7.7

United Kingdom 6.2 (2010) 7.6

(Pensions Commission 

base case)4

Source: European Commission 2005 Public Finances in the EMU to be published as European Economy n° 3/2005

1 EU 15 countries. No information relating to Portugal.
2 Projections were made by the IFO Institute for Economic Research.
3 These EU published figures use HM Treasury estimates and do not reflect the estimates made by the Pensions Commission.
The estimate does not include costs for Housing Benefit, Council Tax Benefit, Disability Living Allowance and Attendance
Allowance for those aged over SPA. It does, however, include public sector pension expenditure.

4 This estimate does include costs for Housing Benefit, Council Tax Benefit, Disability Living Allowance and Attendance Allowance
for those aged over State Pension Age. It does not however, include public sector pension expenditure.
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3. Key assumptions for UK system effectiveness 

As our First Report suggested, it is important to recognise that the UK’s

complex and multi-faceted system has always left significant gaps in pension

provision for particular groups of individuals, and has created major

inequalities in pension provision between different groups of people of the

same lifetime income level. But “on average” and overall the system has

delivered a transfer of GDP to pensioners not far below that achieved by 

more straightforward state or compulsory savings schemes in other countries

[Figure 2.2]. At the aggregate “on average“ level voluntary provision has

significantly offset the low level of state provision.

This “on average” effectiveness of the system has however been vitally

dependent on two assumptions:

� First, that large numbers of employers, in pursuit of recruitment and

retention objectives, would voluntarily provide private pension schemes,

performing for many people the function of earnings-related provider

which in most other countries was performed by the state or compulsorily

required. UK pension assets, at over 100% of GDP, are among the largest

in the world.1 Only Switzerland, Denmark and the Netherlands have larger

assets, relative to GDP but their funded assets reflect the impact of

compulsion.2 Voluntarily generated pension fund assets are larger in the

UK relative to national income than in any other major developed country.

� Second, that individuals working for companies which did not provide

occupational schemes, would be able to secure good value personal

pension policies, at reasonably low Annual Management Charges (AMCs),

provided appropriate regulation helped create an efficient market.

Looking forward the validity of these assumptions will become even more

important. This is because the overt objective of both the previous and the

current government has been and is that voluntary private pension provision

should grow still further to compensate for limited state provision. The aim of

the present government has been to increase the percentage of pension

income deriving from private pensions to 60% over the next several decades

from around a third today. State pension expenditure conversely will increase

only slightly as a percentage of GDP despite the scale of the demographic

challenge. To achieve this it is assumed that the BSP will remain linked to

prices. If this occurs the value of the BSP as a percentage of median earnings

would keep declining (from 19% today to 8% in 2050) and average state

pension payments to pensioners would fall as a fraction of average earnings

by about 27% over the next 45 years.

Voluntary employer pension provision and a cost-efficient personal pension

market are therefore more important than ever.

1 The Pensions Commission estimated that UK pension assets at end 2003 were approximately
120% of GDP or £1.3 trillion [See Table 5.1, First Report].

2 Queisser et al 2000 p.2, European Commission 2005 p.14
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Figure 2.2 Median income of people aged 65+ as a percentage of median income of people aged less than 65: 2001
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Source: Eurostat, ECHP-UDB, version July 2003

Note: The data for Sweden only includes people aged less than 85.

4. Assumptions no longer valid: context changed

The increasing problems of the UK pension system result from the fact that the

second of these assumptions was never valid, and that the first has ceased to be

valid: the context has changed. And while it has changed also in one positive

way, as a result of the growth of house ownership, this growth provides only

partial compensation for an increasingly inadequate pension system.

Three key changes in context need to be recognised:

(i) Voluntary employer provision is in decline

Far from growing to fill the increasing gap left by a limited state role, voluntary

employer pension provision is in decline, as Chapter 1 Sections 1 and 2 have

described. The precise timing and pace of this decline may have been influenced

by changes in the tax treatment of pension schemes: i.e. the change in the tax

treatment of measured Defined Benefit surpluses introduced in 1987 and the

reduction and then removal of dividend tax relief in 1993 and 1997. But

looking at other countries, and considering the logical drivers of self-interested

company behaviour, what is distinctive and surprising about the UK’s voluntary

occupational pension provision is not that it is now in decline, but that it

became so extensive and remained so extensive for so long. For, as the Annex

to Chapter 3 of the First Report set out, the development of final salary pension

promises, as they existed by the mid-1990s, was driven more by a series of

historical accidents than by sustainable drivers of rational economic behaviour.

The panel on the following page summarises the analysis of that Annex.
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In the Annex to Chapter 3 of the First Report we
described and explained the rise and then decline of
private sector Defined Benefit (DB) schemes. This panel
summarises the key points made in that Annex.

The long-term trends
Both the First Report and Chapter 1 of this Report 
have described the rapid decline in private sector DB
provision (primarily final salary in form) which has
occurred in the last 10 years. In 1995 there were 
5.2 million members of open private sector DB 
schemes; today there are fewer than 2 million with
numbers falling fast. But it is important to understand
that private sector DB provision has been in underlying
decline for much longer. Adjusting for the distorting
effect of utility privatisation, it is clear that the
percentage of the private sector workforce covered by
DB provision has been in decline since the 1970s.

This followed a period of explosive growth. In 1953 
only 3.1 million people were members of private sector
occupational schemes: by 1967, over 8 million, with
55% of them members of final salary schemes and
another 15% members of average salary schemes.

Explaining the trends: the affordable rise
In part this growth reflected a society of growing
prosperity and tight labour markets with employers
competing for workers. But it also reflected specific
features of the policy context and of economic
conditions:

� High marginal income and corporation tax rates
made pension provision highly tax efficient.

� Incomes policies constrained cash wages, but not
non-cash pension benefits.

� And final salary schemes, initially opposed by trade
unions as favouring senior managers, were
subsequently welcomed as imperfect ways of
ensuring price indexation, at least up to the point of
retirement.

These pension promises however left many gaps: early
leavers typically acquired minimal rights; spouse
benefits were not assured; women did not enjoy equal
access to pensions, for instance, if working part time.
Most crucially, price indexation was usually at the
discretion of trustees, with no regulatory requirement
and in most cases no clear contractual commitment.

These gaps mean that it is wrong to think of the heyday
of DB schemes as an unalloyed golden age. But it was
precisely these gaps and the discretionary nature of the
promise that made the pension promises affordable.
Underlying contributions (employer and employee
combined) required to support a typical DB promise,
when the schemes were put in place, were usually
estimated at about 10-14% of salary.

Explaining the trends: survival in the 1970s 
From the start UK pension funds invested heavily in
equities. Between October 1973 and September 1974
the value of the UK stock market fell by 50%, a far
bigger stock fall than between 2000 and 2003. Inflation
averaged over 10% for the next decade, and the stock
market did not regain its 1973 real value until 1980.
But there was no wave of DB scheme closures for two
reasons: first the schemes were far less mature than
today, with a much higher ratio of workers to
pensioners. Second and crucially, the absence of
required price indexation meant that the impact of high
inflation, and of negative real stock market returns, fell
on pensioner incomes not on the viability of the fund.

Explaining the trends: the growth of
unplanned and unanticipated costs
By the start of the 1970s, the private sector had
voluntarily put in place affordable, but highly unequal
and to a degree discretionary, promises. Over the next
30 years, the inequality and discretion were removed by
regulation. A series of Social Security Acts from 1973 to
1997 created equal access to pension rights for women,
protected early leavers’ rights, defined spousal benefits,
and limited discretion over price indexation.

The rise and decline of the private sector Defined Benefit pension:
a brief summary 
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In addition the external context changed in two
important ways:

� Inflation fell to low single figures thus limiting the
potential to degrade real pension incomes through
non-indexation even where discretion still remained.

� And life expectancy increased. Between 1950 and
1980 estimated male life expectancy at 65 rose only
very slowly from 11.9 to 13.9 years: between 1981
and 2004 it increased by 5 years to reach 18.9.

The combined effect of these changes in regulation and
context was that the underlying cost of a typical final
salary pension promise as a percentage of salary rose
from 10-14% when most schemes were initially
designed, to 22-26% today.

Explaining the trends: irrational exuberance
delays necessary adjustments
Given this huge increase in underlying cost, what is
surprising is not the decline of DB pensions in the 
1980s and 1990s, but that this decline was initially
very slow and that there was minimal change in 
scheme design. Faced with increasing cost we might
have expected to see some mix of (i) reductions in
headline generosity e.g. switches from 60th to 80th
accruals; (ii) increases in retirement ages to offset rising
life expectancy; and (iii) increases in both employer 
and employee contributions. On average few of these
adjustments occurred.

In part this can be explained by the delayed appreciation
of life expectancy increases: only in the late 1990s did
estimates start to reflect the assumption that rapid
mortality reductions might be maintained well into 
the future.

But the bigger explanation is the long equity bull market
of the 1980s and 1990s. From 1974 to 2000 the
average real return on UK equities was 13%, compared
with a twentieth century average of about 5.5%. This
made increasingly expensive pension provision appear
easily affordable to both employers and to government.
Employers took contribution holidays, and used pension
fund “surpluses” to make early retirement packages look
like costless alternatives to cash redundancy payments.
And the government tightened the tax treatment of
pension funds in 1986, 1993 and 1997. In retrospect
the actions of both employers and government were
based on irrationally exuberant assumptions about
sustainable returns.

Conclusions and implications
The exceptional equity returns in the 1980s and 1990s
allowed many private sector DB schemes to ignore the
rapid rise in the underlying cost of their pension
promises. When the fool’s paradise came to an end,
companies adjusted rapidly, closing DB schemes to 
new members.

A reduction in the generosity of the DB pension
promises which existed by the mid-1990s was
inevitable. That generosity had not resulted from a
consciously planned employer approach to labour
market competition, and would never have resulted
from voluntary employer action well informed by
foresight as to the eventual cost, or operating within
rational expectations of equity market returns.

But the suddenness of the delayed adjustment, and its
extremely unequal impact between existing and new
members, have severely exacerbated the gaps that
always existed in the UK’s pension system.
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The key points from the panel are:

� Many of the reasons for the growth of private sector occupational

provision in the UK were specific to the economic and social policy context

of the 1950s to 1970s.

� These pension promises were also put in place in the period when longevity

trends were not well understood, with decisions based on expectations of

life expectancy which turned out to be far too low.

� The original promises were subject to a high degree of discretion, and 

were only affordable at the originally estimated cost precisely because of

that discretion. In particular they treated early leavers badly and often

increased pensions in payment less than in line with inflation. But this

discretion was removed by legislation during the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s

as government, slowly retreating from its role in pension provision, aimed

to place more of the burden of adequate pension provision on the

voluntary occupational system.

Through accident of history, and as result of government policy, UK

companies had thus put in place by the 1980s and 1990s pension promises of

a generosity which they were unwilling to maintain on the basis of a fuller

understanding of the risks they were running.

The inevitable employer retreat from these unintended commitments was

delayed by the 1980s and 1990s equity boom, which created the fool's

paradise to which we referred in our First Report. That boom created the

illusion of apparently sustainable pension fund surpluses. It led firms to

maintain increasingly expensive pension promises while simultaneously

cutting contributions. And it enabled government to load more statutory

requirements onto pension schemes while simultaneously tightening the tax

regime.

UK pension policy has, thus, for at least 25 years, been based on the belief

that the declining state role will be compensated for by an increase in

voluntary employer provision, unaware that the underlying trend has been

since the 1980s and continues to be for employers to exit from the social

security role which they had accidentally assumed.
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(ii) Mass personal pension market is uneconomic 

The end of the fool's paradise has also undermined the second assumption of

the UK system, personal pensions bought by those not enjoying occupational

pension provision and either choosing not to join SERPS or seeking additional

provision on top. Encouraging contracting-out from SERPS by individuals was

seen in the 1980s and 1990s as an additional route by which the state would

avoid the long-term fiscal costs which changing demography would otherwise

impose. And the sale of personal pensions, even to people of modest means,

appeared to be both profitable for the industry and attractive for the

individual, at a time when high sales and administration costs (with AMCs

often 3% or more) could be swamped by high equity and bond returns.

As the end of the boom has brought a return to more rational return

expectations, the unsustainable economics of individual pension sales to

people of average income and below have become apparent.

(iii) Increasing house ownership 

Faced with declining state pension provision, retreating occupational provision,

and an increasing awareness of poor value in personal pensions, an increasing

number of people look to their housing wealth to provide for retirement

income. And for many this will be a possibility, since another major

development of the last 25 years has been the spread of home ownership,

now reaching over 70% even among 70 to 80 year olds. As Chapter 1 Section

3 explained this development implies that it may no longer be necessary or

appropriate to aim for the replacement rates for everyone which once

appeared essential when occupational pension schemes were put in place in

the 1950s to 1970s.

5. Realities upon which a new pension settlement must 
be based 

We therefore need to build a new pension policy for the 21st century based

on the following three realities:

� The freely arising self-interest of well-run companies will not result in an

increasing level of voluntarily provided earnings-related pensions. Many

large companies will continue to provide good pension schemes, but the

shift in employer attitudes towards pension provision, described in Chapter

1 Section 2, will not be voluntarily reversed. Employer provision of

pensions to average and lower income people working for small and

medium-sized firms will not grow on a voluntary basis.



� There exists a segment of the market, people of around and below average

earnings, working in small and medium firms or self-employed, to which 

a freely competitive market cannot now, and will not in future, deliver

pensions at AMCs simultaneously high enough to make the segment

profitable for the financial services industry, and low enough to deliver

good value to savers.

� The growth of house ownership has created for many people an alternative

means through which to accumulate wealth which can be used (either 

by themselves or by their inheritors) partly to fund consumption in

retirement. This has consequences for the appropriate earnings-related

objectives within any pension system. But it is not sufficient in itself to

resolve all problems of pension adequacy.

The principles which should guide a pension system based on these realities

are described in the next Chapter.
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